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Biosero Webinar: Using Automation Software  
for Data Driven Decisions in the Lab 

 

Learn how to improve laboratory flexibility, consistency and reliability at August 13 webinar 
 
SAN DIEGO – July 21, 2020 – Personalized medicine is a growing healthcare trend dependent on 
analyzing vast numbers of samples quickly. In Biosero’s upcoming webinar on August 13, the company 
and its customer Notable Labs will discuss how laboratory automation software can automate decision 
making to personalize and predict effective cancer treatments.  
 
Pharmaceutical and biotech executives, laboratory managers, scientists, researchers and automation 
engineers are invited to attend the complimentary webinar, “Automate Your Lab with Software for Data 
Decisions: The Power and Flexibility of Green Button Go™ Software.” Register at 
https://app.livestorm.co/biosero/the-power-and-flexibility-of-green-button-go-software for the webinar on 
Thursday, August 13, at 11 a.m. EST.  
 
Transon Nguyen, Head of Laboratory Automation, and Jordan Mancuso, Automation Engineer, at 
Notable will discuss how the company leverages Green Button Go Automation Scheduling Software to 
drive high-throughput cellular screening and compound management workcells. Notable is redefining 
cancer treatment by taking a functional approach 
to precision oncology in hematological cancers. 
Notable’s testing platform combines machine 
learning, automation and high-throughput 
screening directly on patient samples to predict 
responses to potential therapies, and ultimately 
determine which therapies will be most effective 
for specific cancers. 
  
“Green Button Go software’s tremendous flexibility 
and extensibility allows us to build any automated 
process we can dream of. Great for power users 
and beginners alike,” said Nguyen.  
 
During the webinar, Corey McCoy, Lead Software Engineer at Biosero, will also share how laboratory 
automation scheduling software:  

• Maximizes walk away time with automated decision-making 

• Minimizes the risk of errors and wasted samples  

• Optimizes lab equipment and workcells with timing and workflow modifications  
 

https://app.livestorm.co/biosero/the-power-and-flexibility-of-green-button-go-software


  

 

 
After the presentations, Integrations and Engineering Manager, Steve Testen, and Director of Customer 
Success, Imad Mansour, will lead a virtual tour of the Biosero Acceleration Lab. Located at Biosero’s 
San Diego headquarters, the first-of-its-kind lab that showcases robotics and real-time data.  
 
Register today and read more about the speakers at https://app.livestorm.co/biosero/the-power-and-
flexibility-of-green-button-go-software. The last webinar in the series will be held at 11 a.m. EST on 
September 17.  
 
About Biosero, Inc. 
Biosero, Inc. develops automation software people use to make better decisions, in less time, using 
more data. The company’s software enables complex, data-driven decisions to be made 
instantaneously, keeping workflows and operations in life science, pharmaceutical and industrial 
manufacturing moving. Biosero’s device-agnostic Green Button Go™ Automation Scheduling Software 
integrates hardware solutions from different OEMs to create cohesive technology ecosystems that 
accelerate operations and increase productivity. Biosero is based in San Diego, Calif., with offices in 
prominent biotech and pharma hub regions around the world. For more information, please 
visit www.biosero.com. 
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